Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Recently, *Combinatorial reconfiguration* \[[@CR11]\] has been extensively studied in the field of theoretical computer science (See, e.g., surveys \[[@CR10], [@CR18]\]). A reconfiguration problem is generally defined as follows: we are given two feasible solutions of a combinatorial search problem, and asked to determine whether we can transform one into the other via feasible solutions so that all intermediate solutions are obtained from the previous one by applying the specified reconfiguration rule. This framework is applied to several well-studied combinatorial search problems; for example, [Independent Set]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR3], [@CR9], [@CR13], [@CR14]\], [Vertex Cover]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\], [Dominating Set]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR8], [@CR15], [@CR17], [@CR19]\], and so on.Fig. 1.Reconfiguration sequence between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k= 4$$\end{document}$, where vertices contained in a dominating set are depicted by black circles, and added or removed vertices are surrounded by dotted circles.

The [Dominating Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps} problem is one of the well-studied reconfiguration problems. For a graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Combinatorial reconfiguration models "dynamic" transformations of systems, where we wish to transform the current configuration of a system into a more desirable one by a step-by-step transformation. In the current framework of combinatorial reconfiguration, we need to have in advance a target (a more desirable) configuration. However, it is sometimes hard to decide a target configuration, because there may exist exponentially many desirable configurations. Based on this situation, Ito *et al.* introduced the new framework of reconfiguration problems, called *optimization variant* \[[@CR12]\]. In this variant, we are given a single solution as a current configuration, and asked for a more "desirable" solution reachable from the given one. This variant was introduced very recently, hence it has only been applied to [Independent Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps} to the best of our knowledge. Therefore and since [Dominating Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps} is one of the well-studied reconfiguration problems as we already said, we focus on this problem and study it under this framework.

Our Problem {#Sec2}
-----------

In this paper, we study the optimization variant of [Dominating Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps}, denoted by [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps}. To avoid confusion, we call the original [Dominating Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps} the *reachability variant*, and we denote it by [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps}. Suppose that we are given a graph *G*, two integers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Related Results {#Sec3}
---------------

Although [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is being introduced in this paper, some results for [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps} relate to [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} in the sense that the techniques to show the computational hardness or construct an algorithm will be used in our proof for [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps}. We thus list such results for [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps} in the following.

There are several results for the polynomial-time solvability of [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps}. Haddadan *et al.* \[[@CR8]\] showed that [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps} under TAR rule is PSPACE-complete for split graphs, for bipartite graphs, and for planar graphs, while linear-time solvable for interval graphs, for cographs, and for forests. [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps} is also studied well from the viewpoint of fixed-parameter (in)tractability. Mouawad *et al.* \[[@CR17]\] showed that [REACH-DSR]{.smallcaps} under TAR is W\[2\]-hard when parameterized by an upper bound $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Ito *et al.* studied an optimization variant of [Independent Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps} (denoted [OPT-ISR]{.smallcaps}) \[[@CR12]\]. More precisely, they proved that this problem is PSPACE-hard on bounded pathwidth, NP-hard on planar graphs, while linear-time solvable on chordal graphs. They also gave an XP-algorithm with respect to the solution size, and a fixed-parameter algorithm with respect to both solution size and degeneracy.

Our Results {#Sec4}
-----------

In this paper, we study [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} from the viewpoint of the polynomial-time (in)tractability and fixed-parameter (in)tractability.

We first study the polynomial-time solvability of [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} with respect to graph classes (See Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, we show that the problem is PSPACE-complete even for split graphs, for bipartite graphs, and for bounded pathwidth graphs, and NP-hard for planar graphs with bounded maximum degree. On the other hand, the problem is linear-time solvable for cographs, trees and interval graphs. The inclusions of these graph classes are represented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2.Our results for polynomial-time solvability with respect to graph classes, where A $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We then study the fixed-parameter (in)tractability of [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps}. We first focus on the following four graph parameters: the degeneracy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a graph *G*, we denote by *V*(*G*) and *E*(*G*) the vertex set of *G* and edge set of *G*, respectively. For a vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Useful Observations {#Sec7}
-------------------

From the definition of OPT-DSR, we have the following observations.

### Observation 1 {#FPar1}
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Finally, we have the following observation which states that [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is a generalization of the [Dominating Set Problem]{.smallcaps}:

### Observation 3 {#FPar5}
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### Proof {#FPar6}
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Observation [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} implies that hardness results for the original [Dominating Set]{.smallcaps} problem extend to [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps}. In particular, we get that [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is NP-hard even for the case where the input graph has maximum degree 3, or is planar with maximum degree 4 \[[@CR7]\]. However, we will show in Sect. [3.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"} that this problem is actually PSPACE-complete.

Polynomial-Time (In)tractability {#Sec8}
================================

PSPACE-Completeness for Several Graph Classes {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------

### Theorem 1 {#FPar7}

[OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is PSPACE-complete even when restricted to bounded pathwidth graphs, for split graphs, and for bipartite graphs.

First, observe that OPT-DSR is in PSPACE. Indeed, when we are given a dominating set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now give three reductions to show the PSPACE-hardness for split graphs, bipartite graphs and bounded pathwidth graphs, respectively. These reductions are slight adaptations of the ones of PSPACE-hardness for REACH-DSR developed in \[[@CR8]\]. We only give the hardness proof for split graphs (see the arXiv version for the two other proofs). To this end, we use a polynomial-time reduction from the optimization variant of [Vertex Cover Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps}, denoted by OPT-VCR.
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### Lemma 1 {#FPar8}

[OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is PSPACE-hard even for split graphs.

Fig. 4.Reduction for Lemma [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar9}

As we said, we give a polynomial-time reduction from [OPT-VCR]{.smallcaps}. More precisely, we extend the idea developed for the NP-hardness proof of [Dominating Set]{.smallcaps} problem on split graphs \[[@CR2]\].
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Finally, the two following lemmas complete the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.

### Lemma 2 (\*) {#FPar10}

[OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is PSPACE-hard even for bounded pathwidth graphs.

### Lemma 3 (\*) {#FPar11}

[OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is PSPACE-hard even for bipartite graphs.

Linear-Time Algorithms {#Sec10}
----------------------

We now explain how OPT-DSR can be solved in linear time for several graph classes. To this end, we deal with the concept of a canonical dominating set. A dominating set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar12}
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### Proof {#FPar13}
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Haddadan *et al.* showed in \[[@CR8]\] that cographs, trees (actually, forests), and interval graphs admit a canonical dominating set. Their proofs are constructive, and hence we can find an actual canonical dominating set. It is observed that the constructions on cographs and trees can be done in linear time. The construction on interval graphs can also be done in linear time with a nontrivial adaptation by using an appropriate data structure. Therefore, we have the following linear-time solvability of OPT-DSR.

### Corollary 1 {#FPar14}

OPT-DSR can be solved in linear time on cographs, trees, and interval graphs.

Fixed-Parameter (In)tractability {#Sec11}
================================

In this section, we study the fixed-parameter complexity of OPT-DSR with respect to several graph parameters. More precisely, we first show that OPT-DSR is W\[2\]-hard when parameterized by the upper bound *k*. To prove it, we use the idea of the reduction constructed by Mouawad *et al.* to show the W\[2\]-hardness of REACH-DSR \[[@CR17]\].

Theorem 3 (\*) {#FPar15}
--------------

OPT-DSR is W\[2\]-hard when parameterized by the upper bound $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, we give FPT algorithms with respect to the combination of the solution size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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FPT Algorithm for Degeneracy and Solution Size {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------

The following is the main theorem in this subsection.

### Theorem 4 {#FPar16}

OPT-DSR is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To prove the theorem, we give an FPT algorithm with respect to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the remainder of this subsection, we assume that *G* has a dominating set of size at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 4 {#FPar17}
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### Lemma 5 (\*) {#FPar18}
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### Lemma 6 (\*) {#FPar19}
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### Lemma 7 {#FPar20}
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### Proof {#FPar21}
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FPT Algorithm for Vertex Cover Number {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

Let (*G*, *k*, *s*, *D*) be an instance of OPT-DSR. As in the previous section, we may first assume by Observation [2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 5 {#FPar22}

OPT-DSR is fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Observation 4 (\*) {#FPar23}
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                \begin{document}$$d \le \tau $$\end{document}$.

We are now able to get down to the proof of Theorem [5](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"}, by providing an algorithm that solves OPT-DSR and runs in time FPT$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d+s \le 2\tau $$\end{document}$, where *d* is the degeneracy of *G*. In this case we are able to use the algorithm of the last section, that runs in time FPT$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 8 (\*) {#FPar24}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau < s$$\end{document}$, then (*G*, *k*, *s*, *D*) is a yes-instance.

It remains to discuss the complexity of this algorithm. As we already said, we first compute a minimum vertex cover *X* of *G* in time FPT($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s \le \tau $$\end{document}$, we run the FPT algorithm of Sect. [4.1](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}. Otherwise, we first compute the set *T* and then run the subroutine which are both described in the proof of Lemma [8](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"}. The two rules used in this subroutine only apply to vertices that belong to the set *I* and whenever one is applied, exactly one vertex in *I* is removed (and none is added). Hence, they are applied at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Concluding Remarks.* In this paper, we showed that [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is PSPACE-complete even if restricted to some graph classes. However, we only know that it is NP-hard for bounded maximum degree graphs or planar graphs, as an immediate corollary of Observation [3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"}. Hence, it would be interesting to determine whether [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is NP-complete or PSPACE-complete on these two graph classes. Note that the complexity on planar graphs remains open for [OPT-ISR]{.smallcaps}.

We also proved that [OPT-DSR]{.smallcaps} is W\[2\]-hard for parameter *k* but the question remains as to whether there exists an XP algorithm for upper bound *k*.

In \[[@CR12]\], Ito *et al.* actually showed the PSPACE-completeness for the optimization variant of [Independent Set Reconfiguration]{.smallcaps}. However, the result can easily be converted to OPT-VCR from the observation that any vertex cover of a graph is the complement of an independent set.
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